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At Flipboku, we play and reinvent within the limits of the traditional 
thumb-powered pocket cinema, creating unique and mind-blowing flip-
book editions for all ages.

Every single unit is largely hand-produced in our own printing workshop 
and the whole process requires a number of steps that rely on careful 
supervision. We work with high quality, 100% recycled paper by Fedrigoni, 
which has the highest standards of sustainability.

All flipbooks feature the 6x1 cut, a concept that allows you to view up to 6 
different “stories”, by integrating an ingenious cutting technique - a striking 
optical illusion that never fails to impress and that is already a Flipboku 
signature.

Flipboku

COLORING

We flipbook you



The 6x1 Magic Trick 
How it works:

What if you could add an engaging, creative or technological experience 
to the use of a traditional flipbook, turning it into a fun utility? That's what 
our interactive flipbooks are all about. 

We turn them into animated coloring books or dot-to-dot puzzle flip-
books, providing an unforgettable creative and engaging experience for 
the user. We also explore the development of enhanced content through 
Augmented Reality to further expand the potential of the format on 
smartphones or tablets.

Interactive
Flipbooks



245 gr • 12 x 7 x 4 cm • 246 p. • Paper: Arcoprint 170 gr • € 29 / US$ 34.80
Includes: 240 pre-animated stickers

FUNKY is an interactive flipbook featuring 6 colorable animations and 240 pre-animated 
stickers, to be used to create animated stop-motion movies.

Illustrated by Judy Kaufmann, this activity flipbook is aimed at a younger audience, but also 
at adults who like animation and coloring. Our ultimate goal is to bring different generations 
together to enjoy quality time as a family while exploring their imagination and creativity.

The FUNKY sticker set is a new feature by Flipboku and a fresh approach to animation: use 
them to create your own stop-motion movies while learning the principles of animation and 
how animated films are made in a playful way. 

A groovy colorama flipbook with stickers

NEW

FUNKY



270 gr • 12 x 10 x 3 cm • 2 x 240 pages • Paper Arcoprint 170 gr. • RRP: € 34/US$ 38.40

The 12 Principles
of Animation

This double flipbook edition is a handy and powerful tool for fans, beginners, students, 
teachers and professionals of the animation world, to learn and master the illusion of 
motion and physics in animation.

In two 6x1 volumes, the collection illustrates the 12 Principles of Animation, animated 
by legendary animator Raúl García. The edition also includes two DIY paper cubes, 
enhancing the experience with 12 Augmented Reality videos, watchable through your 
tablet or smartphone. 

Besides, it’s a coloring flipbook as well!

The pe�ect tool to learn animation

NEW



Dots & Lines is an interactive flipbook edition based on the classic puzzle game ‘Connect 
the Dots’. The edition includes two volumes, each containing 6 different animations of 
numbered dots.     

The first volume, Dots, features 6 different dot-to-dot puzzles created by renowned 
international animators, while the second volume, Lines, contains 6 puzzle sequences 
based on mind-boggling optical illusions. To find out what the individual sequences 
represent, you must first connect the dots page by page and then - flip it!

Dots & Lines 
A brain-boosting puzzle flipbook

335 gr • 12 x 7 x 4,5 cm • 2 x 216 p. • Paper: Arcoprint 170 gr •  RRP: € 29 / US$ 34.80

BEST
SELLER

COLORING



Molecularis
120 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 180 p. • Paper: Rives Sensation 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18 

Whether as a fun pastime or relaxation tool for coloring experts or beginners, Molecularis is 
a truly innovative gift for craft lovers of all ages.

In addition to having the magical 6×1 effect, Molecularis stands out as an interactive 
flipbook that will allow you to color its six animations frame by frame, using all kinds of 
different coloring techniques. Try with water colors, markers, pencils, technical pens... 

You name it!

An animated coloring challenge

BEST
SELLER

COLORING



Blanko
120 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 320 p. • Paper: Coral Book White 100 gr • RRP: € 12 / US$ 12

The Blanko flipbook contains 320 blank pages on which you can animate whatever comes 
to your mind. Use your phone as a light table to animate frame by frame, or to put it better 
– page by page. 

Learn how to get started with 6 of the basic principles of animation we have includedon the 
front and back pages. Suitable for beginners as well as for animation veterans that want to 
enjoy doodling on paper once again. Let your imagination run wild!

A freestyle animation flipbook

BEST
SELLER

COLORING



Apollo 11 Collection

The Apollo 11 - 50th Anniversary Edition is a unique collection of two 6 x 1 flipbooks, celebrating 
the 50th Anniversary of the first moon landing. Both flipbooks are available separately or 
combined in an elegant double sleeve with gold embossing.

Through our exclusive Augmented Reality App, you can learn more about the spacecraft 
used in the mission by viewing three animated 3D models: the Saturn V rocket, the command 
and service module and an animated recreation of the mighty lunar module in the last 
seconds of its landing.

50th Anniversary Edition

440 gr • 12 x 10 x 3 cm • 2 x 360 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 38 / US$ 43.20

BEST
SELLER



Apollo 11 - Vol.1         
The Iconic Footage
The Iconic Footage features 6 different sequences of original film footage shot by NASA 
during the Apollo 11 mission. The sequences include six of the most important maneuvers 
from launch to landing. The flipbook cover features an animated augmented reality 3D 
model of the Saturn V rocket, recreating the stage separation maneuver.

220 gr • 12 x 5 x 3 cm • 360 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 19 / US$ 22.80

Apollo 11 - Vol.2         
The Animated Journey
The Animated Journey features 6 fully animated sequences, based on the original concept 
art created in 1963 from NASA artists. The augmented reality 3D model that comes with this 
volume is the command and service model, helping you understand the transposition and 
docking maneuver.

220 gr • 12 x 5 x 3 cm • 360 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 19 / US$ 22.80

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



The 6x1 Magic Trick 
How it works

In this section you will find editions published in collaboration with other 
artists and animators, as well as in-house publications with early footage 
from the classics of film and pre-cinema. 

Some of the editions, besides offering up to six different sequences (a 
unique feature of Flipboku), include augmented reality content or QR codes 
to further expand the potential of the format on smartphones or tablets.

Artists
Flipbooks



1300 gr • 22 x 13 x 6 cm • 10 x 240 pages • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr. • RRP: € 140 / US$ 144

The Pioneers

The Pioneers Flipbook Collection is a tribute to the pioneers of early filmmaking. It 
includes 10 "cinemagic" flipbooks, each featuring a two-minutes augmented reality 
micro-documentary with more information about each artist's life, their background 
and their most outstanding works. 

The perfect format to introduce a new audience to the work of 10 groundbreaking 
creators who paved the way to what would later become one of the greatest cultural 
revolutions of our time.  

All flipbooks are available individually.

A Cinemagic Flipbook Collection

NEW BEST
SELLER



Eadweard
Muybridge

Georges
Méliès

Émile
Cohl

Winsor
McCay

Segundo
de Chomón

Lotte
Reiniger

The Lumière
Brothers

Étienne-Jules
Marey

Alice
Guy-Blaché

Joseph
Plateau

Augmented Reality 
Micro Documentaries

Powered by

Single volumes: 135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

All flipbooks include

NEW BEST
SELLER



The Painters - Masterpieces in Motion is a 
tribute to some of the greatest painters of 
all time. Each 6-in-1 flipbook contains six of 
each artist’s masterpieces, taking you on a 
journey from the brushstroke to the big 
picture. It also includes an augmented 
reality feature to discover the artist’s most 
important work.

Single volumes:  135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. 
• Semi-matte coated 170 gr. • RRP: € 17/US$ 18

C.D. FRIEDRICH • MONET • BOSCH • MAGRITTE • SEURAT • ROUSSEAU • DALÍ • HOPPER • VAN GOGH • KLIMT

NEW



Powers of Ten
The relative size of things in the universe

195 gr • 12 x 5 x 3.8 cm • 394 p. • Paper: Arena Natural Rough 140 gr • € 17 / US$ 18

Powers of Ten is a flipbook featuring two image sequences inspired by the emblematic 
short films of Charles and Ray Eames, reinterpreted by the artist, designer, animator, and 
tinkerer Kelli Anderson (A-Side) and interdisciplinary art director and digital artist Adam 
Pickard (B-Side). 

In 2015, Kelli created a small remake of Powers of Ten by stitching still images together by 
hand, frame-by-frame. On the other side Adam used the inpainting feature of DALL·E (a 
text-to-image AI tool). He first entered a text prompt, then shrinked the image it output, 
leaving the surrounding area transparent.

NEW



Locomotion
Six crazy stories by Colorant 14

170 gr • 12 x 5 x 2,5 cm • 318 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • € 17 / US$ 18

Colorant 14 is a French duo of creators formed by Coralie Leray and Laurent Wysocka. In 

Locomotion, Coralie and Laurent delight us with six little stories from their previous 
flipbooks: soaking cars, explosive cactus, trips a la carte or colorful magic gardens, all in a 
surreal and delightfully captivating animation style.

Colorant 14 is passionate about creating little stories in which they stage different characters 
in out-of-place scenarios. A sparkling mélange somewhere between animation, comics, toys 
and sculptures that leaves a smile on your face.

NEW



Mirai Mizue
Mesmerizing Japanese animation

135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • € 17 / US$ 18

Mirai Mizue is a representative figure of the Japanese independent animation scene, 
known for his unique and eye-catching abstract animation style. Mizue creates his films 
the old-school way by drawing and painting onto paper, but he uses digital compositing 
techniques to fantastic effect.

The Mirai Mizue flipbook contains 6 vibrant excerpts of his work.  It also features two minutes 
of his movie WONDER in augmented reality. For this movie, Mizue hand-drew 8760 frames 
over a full 365 days, one for every hour of the year.

NEW



Extraordinary Tales
A feature film by Raúl García

135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • € 17 / US$ 18

Five of Edgar Allan Poe’s best-known stories are brought to vivid life in the visually stunning, 
heart-pounding animated feature film Extraordinary Tales, written and directed by Raúl 
García and narrated by luminaries like Christopher Lee, Guillermo Del Toro and even Bela 
Lugosi himself (using old audio footage).

This flipbook features six animated sequences from the movie, yielding an impression into 
the stories of some of the most beloved figures in horror film history: The Fall of the House 
of Usher, The Tell-Tale Heart, The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar, The Pit and the Pendu-
lum and The Masque of the Red Death.

NEW



1. The General (1926) Buster Keaton
2. Wings (1927) William A. Wellman
3. Metropolis (1927) Fritz Lang

4. The Gold Rush (1925) Charlie Chaplin
5. Les Kiriki (1907) Segundo de Chomon
6. Le Voyage Dans La Lune (1902) G. Méliès

Movie Classics
135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

Movie Classics is a surprising 6×1 flipbook that brings our beloved film classics like Fritz 
Lang’s Metropolis or Charlie Chaplin’s Gold Rush back to life.
Switch between sequences by placing your thumb on the top, middle or bottom edge 
on either side of the book and enjoy six classic movie scenes from the pioneers of 
cinema:

Vol.1 - The Early Masters

BEST
SELLER



The Many Pieces
of Mr. Coo A surreal adventure

135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

Enter into the uniquely weird and surreal world of Mr. Coo, a bizarre adventure full of 
eerily likeable creatures and monsters. 

This flipbook features six animated sequences from the point and click video game 
The Many Pieces of Mr. Coo by Spanish animator Nacho Rodríguez, one of the most 
original creators in the contemporary Spanish independent animation scene.



Muedra
135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

This flipbook is based on the spectacular stop motion animation short film Muedra by 
Spanish animator César Linga, nominated for Best Animation Short Film in the Spanish 
Academy Awards, Goya 2020.

In six sequences, the flipbook represents a fascinating story through the heart of nature, 
joining some adorable creatures in their daily struggle for survival. The edition also includes 
a QR code that allows you to view the entire short film exclusively through a private link.

A journey through the heart of nature



Bendito Machine
110 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 180 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

The Bendito Machine flipbook contains six sequences featuring the six episodes of the 
award-winning animated short film series Bendito Machine, by Jossie Malis.

Reminiscent of the primitive shadow theaters, Bendito Machine tells the story of 
simple-minded organisms and their relation with machines: a love-hate relationship that 
offers a nonsensical reflection of who we are.

Everything is under control



Simbiosis Carnal

This beautiful 6×1 flipbook is based on the Belgian short film Simbiosis Carnal by Spanish 
animation director, illustrator and painter Rocío Álvarez.

In six different sequences, the flipbook represents a poetic journey through evolution, desire 
and eroticism, beautifully illustrated and animated in 2D through watercolour technique. 

A poetic journey through desire and eroticism

135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18



Autour de Minuit

A 6×1 flipbook made for the Oscar-winning animation production company Autour de 
Minuit, based in Paris.

In six different sequences, the flipbook presents some of the movies and series from their 
large distribution catalogue, featuring renowned animation artists such as Donato Sansone, 
Stéphane Aubier, Vincent Patar o Alberto Vázquez.

Cult and crazy animated shorts 

110 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 180 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18



Space X

The world is captivated by SpaceX’s Starship program and the flight of the Starship SN10 
was particularly exciting. This flipbook features all the sensational moments from launch to 
landing - including its explosive finale. 

The edition comes with an augmented reality short film including more footage on the SN10 
test flight that you can discover on your smartphone or tablet through the Artivive app (free 
download for iOS and Android).

Starship SN10

135 gr • 12 x 5 x 2 cm • 240 p. • Paper: Semi-matte coated 170 gr • RRP: € 17 / US$ 18

Powered by



Napa flipbooks
Tiny treasures from independent artists

130 gr • 8 x 5 x 1 cm • 72 p. • Paper: Munken Print Cream 80 gr • RRP: € 7 / US$ 8.40

Flipboku has been able to grow thanks to the addition of the adorable NAPA flipbooks to its 
catalog. For more than 20 years, the Finnish publisher Jenni Rope has been creating these 
little treasures with the collaboration of independent artists from all over the world, and we 
are especially pleased to continue her work and carry this beautiful project forward. 

Napa is now part of Flipboku and all editions are produced in our own workshop.



It's Miracle Baby Again
Flipbook by Kati Rapia 2018.

Third part of the Miracle Baby series by Kati Rapia, from 2017. 
Kati is a Finnish comic book artist & photographer based in 
Loviisa, Finland.

Book Delivery Service
Flipbook by Mogu Takahashi 2018.
Published By Napa Books

Mogu Takahashi made this flipbook during a Napa Flipbook 
Workshop in Stockholm in 2018. Mogu is an Japanese artist 
based in Tokyo.

Blink
Flipbook by Neringa Mongirdaite 2018.
Published by Napa Books.

This flipbook won the Napa Flipbook Competition in 2017. Neringa 
is a Lithuanian artist based in Kaunas.

Nice To Meet You
Flipbook by Nene Tsuboi, 2007.
Published by Napa Books.

One of the first flipbooks Napa Books ever published, back in 
2007. Nene Tsuboi is a Japanese artist based in Helsinki, Finland.

Volcano
Flipbook by Renaud Perrin, 2009.
Published by Napa Books.

The winner of the Napa Flipbook Competition 2009. Renaud Perrin 
is a French illustrator based in Marseille, France. 

Wonder Wander
Flipbook by Minna Floss, 2016. 
Published by Napa Books.

This flipbook won the Napa Flipbook Competition in 2018. Minna 
is a Swedish animator based in Stockholm.

Friends
Flipbook by Stine Illum, 2008. 
Published by Napa Books.

This flipbook won the first prize in the first Napa Flipbook Compe-
tition in 2008. Stine is a Danish illustrator based in Copenhagen.

Spicing Things Up
Flipbook by Katja Ronkanen, 2016. 
Published by Napa Books.

The Napa Flipbook Competition 2015 winning flipbook by Finnish 
illustrator Katja Ronkanen.



Besides flipbook publishing, we are keen on exploring new territories. 
Knowledge is the guiding principle of our game publications, conveyed in 
a fun and entertaining way. 

All our card games include a short flipbook animation when flipping the 
pile of cards in the correct order - we just can't help it! :)

Card Games
to enjoy with your friends and family!



Human Edition

Do You Realize How Much? is a card game with questions and answers about the impact of 
human consumption and other surprising facts about our existence on Earth. The game is 
composed of 200 questions and answers with all kinds of numerical challenges and data.

The card game is available in three languages (English, Spanish, German) and in three 
editions that can be perfectly combined with each other: the Human Edition, the Animal 
Edition and the Space Edition. Each card deck also conceals a small animation, meaning it 
can be used as a flipbook, when flipping the pile of cards in the correct order.

Do You Realize How Much?

10.5 x 8 x 4 cm • 100 illustrated cards, 200 questions and answers • € 18 / US$ 19.90



The Animal Edition explores the unbelievable numbers of the animal world: birds, mammals, 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, insects, arachnids, crustaceans, cephalopods and other living 
creatures you didn’t even know existed.

The Space Edition explores the mysteries of the universe and our intrepid attempts to conquer 
space: spacecraft, distances, speeds, the solar system, galaxies and other dizzying facts 
about the cosmos and outer space.

Animal Edition
Do You Realize How Much?

Space Edition
Do You Realize How Much?



 346 gr • 12 x 7 x 4,5 cm • 2 x 216 p. • Paper: Arcoprint 170 gr • € 29 / US$ 35 

Apollo Commemorative
Cards Illustrating the Apollo Program

 10 x 7 x 2.5 cm • 70 illustrated cards • € 12 / US$ 14.40

As a complementary educational tool to our Apollo 11 flipbook we have developed this 
deck of Commemorative Cards, not only about the Apollo 11, but about the entire Apollo 
Program. 

It includes 70 neatly designed cards, representing three different categories: 32 astronauts 
of all the Apollo missions, 18 of the science experiments set up by the astronauts at the 
Moon’s landing site and 20 cards showing the vehicles and hardware that brought them 
there – and back to Earth.



Each of the illustrated cards includes basic information on the topic shown, as well as a QR 
code that takes you to the specific Wikipedia page to further learn about each of the many 
components of the Apollo Program.  

The card deck also includes a little flipbook feature! If you hold all the cards in the correct 
order, you will be able to see a 360º animation of the Lunar Module while flipping the cards 
with your thumb. 

70 Illustrated Cards



To ensure the best possible presentation of our flipbooks in your shop, we offer different 
displays, to be included for free in your first order: a standard cardboard display and one 
with an integrated digital screener, allowing customers to watch the flipbooks in action 
and learn about their interactive features. 

In addition, we have specially designed displays for our collections The Pioneers and The 
Painters, showing the flipbooks in vertical position.

*Included in MOQ $/€ 300
**Included in MOQ $/€ 500

Retail Displays

DIS03

DIS04

Style

Painters Display*

Pioneers Display*

SKUs

DIS01

DIS02

Style

Standard Display*

Digital Display**

SKUs

Collection
Displays

Generic
Displays



Branded Publishing Projects

Corporate Merchandising

Corporate Internal Gifts

Retail POS

Film & TV Premieres and Events

Film Festivals

Sports Promotion

Targeted Mailing

Tradeshow Giveaways

Interactive Promotion

Museum Shops

Museum Exhibitions

Educational Purposes

Environmental Awareness

Scientific Awareness

Learning Tool

Workshops

Concerts

Weddings

and much more!

As a brand, your ultimate aim is to place your message in front of your cus-
tomers for as long as possible. Our flipbooks offer a unique experience, an 
ideal tool for marketing communication that not only arouses the curiosity 
of your target group, but also captivates and entertains them. 

A magic flipbook is a valuable gift or point-of-sale article that distinguishes 
itself from any other type of merchandising for its originality and charm, a 
unique item that remains forever.

Customize
Why a custom flipbook?



Clients who trust us:



Boku Lab S.L.
Nostra Senyora de Bonany, 25 bajos, izq.
07011 Palma de Mallorca
Balearic Islands, Spain

www.flipboku.com

Tel. +34 871032188
info@flipboku.com

Thank you!


